OFFICIAL STATISTICS

NEWCASTLE FALCONS - WORCESTER WARRIORS
Match points: Newcastle Falcons 5 Worcester Warriors 2

Max Wright (Try - 1')
Will Haydon-Wood (Conversion - 2')
Will Welch (Yellow Card - 7')
Mike Brown (Try - 24')
Will Haydon-Wood (Conversion - 26')
George McGuigan (Try - 42')
Will Haydon-Wood (Conversion - 43')
Ollie Lindsay-Hague (Try - 47')
Will Haydon-Wood (Conversion - 48')
Joel Hodgson (Penalty - 77')

(Penalty Try - 7')
Duhan van der Merwe (Try - 16')
Billy Searle (Conversion - 17')
Harri Doel (Try - 30')
Billy Searle (Conversion - 31')
Will Chudley (Try - 66')